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Abstract—Software engineering is by nature a highly collaborative activity. However, collaborating effectively in Global Software Engineering, in which team members are geographically, temporally and/or socio-culturally separated from each other, is more difficult. In a traditional co-located setting, one of the most important communication patterns is a (face-to-face) conversation. Technological solutions to have conversations in a distributed setting are commonly used, however overhearing conversations of others is not explicitly supported. In this paper we report on the evaluation of supporting overhearing conversations with technology in a distributed industrial setting. To do this we deployed a tool we developed with which it is possible to overhear Instant Messaging conversations in an international software development company. Based on this evaluation we report lessons learned and conclude with the most important findings of this study.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are strong indications that the ability to overhear conversations is valuable in carrying out your work as a Software Engineer [1]. In distributed settings however, overhearing conversations is infeasible without technological support and thus far there is no empirical evidence that it can be supported by technology in a satisfying way. In fact, there are no documented case studies researching the overhearing of conversations in such a setting at all. Therefore, to gather such empirical data, we performed a case study during a period of four months at an international software development company. The goal of this study is:

To measure the value of overhearing conversations in Global Software Engineering from actual industrial experience.

This paper is structured as follows. In the next section we discuss the background and related work of this research. In section III we discuss the research site and methods of data collection and analysis. Subsequently we present our findings in section IV and reflect upon the results and discuss limitations in section V. Finally, we conclude upon our work and discuss future research in section VI.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

A. Lack of Awareness in GSE

More and more collaborative software engineering is no longer conducted in a single office building but in multiple dislocated office buildings or even from home. This is caused by the increasing globalization of business [2], [3], [4] and the rising popularity of working from home [5]. In collaborative work having access to the knowledge about the context in which you are working (commonly referred to as ‘awareness’ [6], [7]) is essential to properly cooperate with others [6], [8]. However, when collaborating physically separated from each other team members can no longer exchange information without technological support because they do not share a common work environment. So, technological support is required to be able to gather and maintain sufficient awareness to be able to collaborate. However, the information exchange realized with technological support (e.g. telephone or e-mail) is generally inferior to information exchange in a traditional co-located office setting because in comparison it (i) takes more effort since the communication is more intentional [9], (ii) is more obtrusive [10], (iii) happens less frequently [11], [12] and (iv) contains less information [9], [13]. Therefore it is important to research and develop technological support for sharing awareness in a fashion that is as unobtrusive and effortless as possible while still providing rich and recent information.

B. Open Conversation Space

Conversations are one of the most important communication patterns that occur in a traditional office setting [14]. Advantages are [15]: integrating collaborative activities [16], [17], [18], sharing knowledge [19], [20], and creating new knowledge [21], [19], [20]. In [15] we define a conversation in the context of Global Software Engineering as: “An exchange of information between two or more people where those participating use synchronous communication directed at the other participants”. When working in a distributed setting having conversations is supported by IM-tools, audio conferencing and video conferencing.
However, it is not only important to have conversations yourself, but it is also important to overhear the conversations of others [15]. An example of a situation in which it is possible to do so is when working in a traditional co-located office setting. In such a setting members of the project team work physically together and converse by talking to each other. As a result, these conversations are audible by other colleagues in the office. To refer to such settings we defined the concept of an Open Conversation Space in [15] as: "A space in which (i) conversations are possible between the actors in that space and (ii) these conversations are visible to other actors in that space".

Being able to collaborate in such an Open Conversation Space offers several benefits [15]:

- It provides access to the information discussed in the conversations.
- It offers the possibility of joining the conversations.
- It provides insight in the communication structure of the project team.

Collaborating in an Open Conversation Space can also introduce some disadvantages, for example: distractions, interruptions and a lack of privacy. However, working in a space in which the members of the project team are frequently able to both see and hear each other is so advantageous that it is one of the main reasons for working in a co-located setting [22].

C. Communico

We have discussed both the lack of awareness in GSE and the importance of an Open Conversation Space for gathering and maintaining awareness in collaborative software engineering. So, the creation of an Open Conversation Space applicable in a distributed setting (a Virtual Open Conversation Space [15]) could target the lack of awareness encountered in that setting. To this end we have developed such a space called Communico which makes it possible to overhear Instant Messaging conversations. We first reported on a prototype of Communico in [15] and on the current version of Communico in [23]. We also defined five requirements of an Open Conversation Space [23]:

REQ1. Facilitate starting conversations
REQ2. Facilitate detecting active conversations
REQ3. Facilitate monitoring active conversations
REQ4. Facilitate participating in conversations
REQ5. Facilitate the finishing of conversations

We will use these five requirements here to briefly introduce Communico in analogy to [23]. In designing Communico we focused on mimicking the traditional office setting as much as possible, because co-located software engineers enjoy awareness information benefits [24]. To implement the first requirement, we have chosen to support initiating a conversation by starting to talk to specific people. In Communico this is implemented by clicking specific people in a contact list. The second requirement, facilitating the detection of active conversations, is implemented by providing both manual and automatic support. We do this because both occur in the traditional office setting as well: people both overhear conversations by actively looking around and by being triggered by a certain event while carrying out another task. We have implemented the former by providing an active conversations list and the latter by configurable desktop alerts. The third requirement concerns monitoring active conversations. To implement this we have chosen to make conversations explicit. We did this because using implicit conversations, like in IRC, limits the creation of a structured and logical layout for group discussions [25].

In the remainder of this section we describe the industrial case setting and the methods with which we have investigated the research questions.

III. RESEARCH SITE AND METHOD

In the introduction we defined the research goal of this study: To measure the value of overhearing conversations in Global Software Engineering from actual industrial experience. To reach this goal we use Communico to enable the overhearing of conversations in an industrial case setting. A comparison of Communico with other existing Virtual Open Conversation Spaces can be found in table I in [23]. We choose to use Communico because we found that its conceptual choices in implementing the five requirements best mimics the traditional office setting. We investigated the following four research questions:

- How well are the benefits and challenges of having insight in active conversations exploited and alleviated?
- How well are the conversations represented?
- How well are actions to be carried out on a conversation supported?
- How well are the benefits and challenges of having insight in finished conversations exploited and alleviated?

In the remainder of this section we describe the industrial case setting and the methods with which we have investigated the research questions.

A. Site

Participants in the study are a group of Software Engineers at Exact, a Software development company operating in 40
countries. Exact offers Enterprise Resource Planning software for medium-sized and small businesses. The specific group of employees that are involved in the study consists of 47 people who work on a product called Exact Online. The majority of the people in this group (42) work from the Delft office in The Netherlands, but all work from home often. Next to this, also three people participated from the Wemmel office in Belgium and two from the Minneapolis office in the USA. The majority of the people that participated in the study use Instant Messaging software on a daily basis, even when working from the same office. During the case study, which lasted four months, they also used Communico to be able to overhear conversations of the rest of the group.

B. Data Collection and Analysis Methods

To reach our research objectives we used four methods to acquire the empirical data in this study: a focus group, a semi-structured interview, a questionnaire and transactional log analysis.

1) Focus Group: We performed a Focus Group [26] to gather insights, ideas, viewpoints and opinions of people who frequently used Communico in a practical case setting. One of the main advantages of such a group setting is that it enables the participants to build on the responses and ideas of others, which increases the richness of the information gained [27].

The focus group we performed lasted approximately 2.5 hours and we selected eight frequent users of Communico from the Delft office to participate in it. Selecting participants based on their individual characteristics like this is known as purposive-sampling. We chose these people because they are more likely to have thought about the subject we wished to discuss and because they are motivated to contribute. In carrying out the focus group we followed a structured approach (see Appendix A in [28]) to ensure we would discuss the topics on which we wanted to elicit opinions. The focus group itself was conducted in a separate closed office to protect the focus group from outside influences.

2) Semi-Structured Interview: We performed semi-structured interviews [29] to gather insights, ideas, viewpoints and opinions of the interviewees. We performed two semi-structured interviews, one for the people from the Belgium office and one for the people from the US office because they could not attend the focus group. Their input is particularly valuable because the main goal of this research is to investigate the value of overhearing conversations in a distributed setting and these people worked most distributed from their colleagues. In these interviews we used the same structured approach as in the focus group.

3) Questionnaire: We chose to use a questionnaire [30] because this method makes it feasible to include the opinions of a relatively large group of people by using a standardized set of questions. In the questionnaire (see Appendix B in [28]) we asked the respondents to rate their experience in the case study on a 5-point Likert scale [31]. We included a ‘no-opinion’ option to prevent people with no opinion on a specific question to answer it anyway and ‘pollute’ the data in this fashion [32].

We applied the Fisher’s Least Significant Difference (LSD) method [33] on the ratings in each of the researched categories to reflect on their mutual importance. This method first applies the non-parametric Friedman test\(^1\) in order to determine if the items of the data set of a specific category are significantly different. If the result of applying the Friedman test indicates this is the case, we apply the non-parametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test\(^2\) to

\(^1\)http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/ch15a.html
\(^2\)http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/ch12a.html
pairwise compare all items in that category. From the results of this test it can be concluded whether or not it is likely one of the variables is rated as more significant.

We sent the questionnaire to 47 members of the Exact Online department of which 44 returned the survey (94% response rate). In the survey we asked people whether they frequently used Communico and only allowed users that indicated they did fill out the remaining questions. In total this concerned 25 people. The results of the questionnaire can be found in anonymized form in Appendix C in [28].

4) Transactional Log Analysis: Transaction Log analysis is a data collection method for analyzing system performance and user behavior [34]. The main benefits of using transaction log analysis to analyze user behavior are that it is an unobtrusive method and gathers much more data than any data set obtained via surveys, laboratory studies or by user observation in naturalistic settings [34]. We use the method in this study to gather data on usage frequency of the conversation overhearing functionality to be able to reflect on the adoption rate of our solution.

IV. FINDINGS

We present the findings of the empirical study in five parts. Firstly, we reflect on the four research questions. We do this by presenting the benefits and challenges of an Open Conversation Space and what information and actions are useful in such a setting. These characteristics were identified in an empirical case study about the value of the conceptual idea of overhearing conversations based on the working experience of a group of software engineers [1]. Subsequently, we check for each of these characteristics whether we can draw statistically valid conclusions regarding the relative ordering of how well they are implemented. If this is the case we show their relative ordering by presenting a table summarizing all comparisons. In this table a (green) ‘larger than’-sign means the item on the left is rated as more important to a statistically significant level. We show a (red) ‘X’ when we cannot draw statistically significant conclusions regarding the relative importance of two items. Finally, we analyze the user behavior: how the users of Communico interacted with the system. For each of the five parts, we discuss the findings, discuss possible improvements of Communico and present learned lessons. For each of the characteristics, a detailed presentation can be found in Appendix D in [28] which includes all of the data we gathered, a descriptive analysis of this data illustrating its distribution and a complete analysis to determine the relative ordering.

A. Benefits and challenges of overhearing conversations

1) Benefits: The benefits of having insight in the active conversations we identified in [1] are the following:

- Having access to the technical knowledge of colleagues
- Acquiring involvement with colleagues
- Enjoying your work
- Being able to join a conversation
- Acquiring insight in the communication structure of the team

When applying the Friedman test on the gathered data it showed the variables are likely to come from a different distribution \((\chi^2(4) = 29.651, P = 0.000)\). So, we applied the Wilcoxon test on all pairs of 2 variables in the data set to check if we could conclude anything about their mutual importance. The results of these tests are summarized in table I.

Table I: Comparative Analysis - How well Communico exploits the benefits of overhearing conversations

From table I we may conclude that Joining is exploited more than Involvement \((Z=-2.725, P=0.006)\), Communication Structure \((Z=-3.397, P=0.001)\) and Enjoying \((Z=-3.502, P=0.000)\). Next to this, we can conclude that Technical Knowledge is exploited more than Communication Structure \((Z=-2.517, P=0.012)\) and Enjoying \((Z=-3.147, P=0.001)\). Finally, we can also conclude that Involvement is exploited more than Enjoying \((Z=-2.696, P=0.007)\).

In the focus group the benefits reported to be exploited best by Communico were Joining and Technical Knowledge. In the interviews these two were also seen as well exploited by Communico, however the interviewees also reported a significant increase in Involvement with the rest of the team due to being able to overhear their conversations with Communico. One of the interviewees from Belgium said: “I felt more like being there” while one of the interviewees from the USA said: “In the morning I would scroll through all the conversations my colleagues had during their working day that far. This made me feel more connected to them”. It is likely the interviewees felt different than the focus group participants because the people that were interviewed worked dislocated from nearly all of their colleagues while the distribution was significantly less for the participants of the focus group.
Lesson Learned 1
Overhearing conversations with technological support results in a stronger increase of involvement with colleagues for people that work more dislocated from their colleagues than for those that work more co-located.

Finally, participants of the focus group reported the Communication Structure as not being exploited particularly well. They suggested making the relations explicit in the form of a graph, since manually checking who are communicating often takes too much effort. It is noteworthy that with respect to the benefits only a possible improvement was mentioned in relation to the exploitation of the Communication Structure while in [1] this is rated as one of the least important benefits.

Lesson Learned 2
Only showing the conversations is not sufficient to acquire insight in the communication structure of the team.

2) Challenges: The challenges of having insight in the active conversations we identified in [1] are the following:

- It can be distracting from the current work activities
- The context of the conversation can be unclear
- The information is volatile
- A lack of control for the people whose conversations are overheard

In the focus group and interviews it was discussed that Volatile is not a large problem since this is something inherently tackled by a tool such as Communico which saves conversations. The other three challenges of overhearing conversations are however also encountered when using Communico and in [1] the two challenges rated as most important are: Distracting and Context. The focus group identified several improvements of Communico to help alleviate these. With respect to Distracting the participants of the focus group suggested making it possible to withdraw yourself from the Open Conversation Space completely by putting on ‘virtual head phones’. Subsequently, when you take off these ‘virtual head phones’ it should be possible to get some sort of summary of the conversations that occurred while you were occupied. Another method proposed was to limit the amount of conversations you overhear by creating ‘virtual office walls’ separating yourself from certain groups of people while still overhearing the conversations of others.

Lesson Learned 3
Having control over the amount of conversations you overhear is important to limit distractions.

Further, the focus group discussed that the relations between conversations are an important part of the context of a conversation and suggested to make it possible to either automatically or manually link related conversations to each other.

Lesson Learned 4
Improving having insight in the relations between conversations also improves the clarity of the context.

Finally, the participants argued there was insufficient control with respect to making conversations private. Firstly, they argued they wanted to be able to make conversations private before they start and secondly that they would like to see private conversations removed from the active conversations list altogether. Currently, private conversations are shown there but their content is hidden from non-participants. Participants argue they see no value in knowing others are having a private conversation and they do not want others to know of their own private conversations as well.

Lesson Learned 5
Only enabling making conversations private after initialization provides insufficient control for the people whose conversations are overheard.

Lesson Learned 6
Making the fact that private conversation are occurring visible to non-participants provides insufficient control for participants in private conversations.

B. Information about a conversation

The important types of information about a conversation we identified in [1] are the following:

- Who are Participating in the conversation
- Who are viewing the conversation
- The complete factual content
- The commitment of a participant
- The contribution of a participant
- The subject of the conversation
- The tone of the conversation
- The type of the conversation
- The phase the conversation is in
- The location the conversation takes place
- The accessibility of the conversation

The focus group and interviews elicited similar opinions about the importance of the information items. Both considered it important to be able to tag conversations with the Subject to be able to quickly and unobtrusively decide whether it is interesting. In [1] the Subject was also elicited as the most important information item to accomplish this
Lesson Learned 7
Deciding whether a conversation is interesting can be done quicker and less obtrusive when its subject is known.

Next to this, showing the last two sentences instead of the last one can also improve conversation detection since the last sentence is often an acknowledgment like: ‘sure’, ‘alright’ or ‘I’ll get right on that’. As a final way to improve conversation detection, some participants proposed to include a text-based sliding text ticker to find out about a conversation in Communico. The advantage of such a ticker is that it is less disruptive than a desktop alert while being easier to continually scan than the active conversations list.

C. Actions possible on a conversation

The actions that are possible with respect to a conversation we identified in [1] are the following:

- Joining a conversation
- Inviting someone to join a conversation
- Listening to a conversation
- Dismissing other participants
- Dismissing viewers
- Acquiring the attention of the participants
- Notifying others of the conversation

In the focus group it was discussed that while Joining is supported adequately (see table III) it would be preferable for the join-process to be more like the co-located setting. Currently, someone has to request to join the conversation and explicit permission needs to be given for this to be allowed. The participants of the focus group suggested changing this so that people automatically join a conversation when they start to talk in a conversation they are watching. One of the participants in the focus group said: “Since most people accept a join request anyway it is best to allow joining by default and make it possible to dismiss a person that joined later if this is undesirable”.

Lesson Learned 8
An implicit join process is preferable to an explicit join process.

Additionally, by making it possible to explicitly dismiss participants the original participants of the conversation still have the option to ask the newly joined participant to leave. In [1] Joining and Inviting are rated as most important so even though their realization is rated best here as well (see table III) it makes sense that focus group participants propose improvements to the joining process. It is also worth mentioning that in [1] we concluded adding participants to a conversation is more important than removing people. So, the fact that focus group participants specifically proposed to add an explicit dismiss participant option indicates that removing participants is in fact important, even if it is less important than adding participants to a conversation. Finally, the focus group participants also suggested to support explicitly notifying people outside the conversation of a conversation that might be interesting to them and to include something like an attention buzzer to acquire the attention of the other participants in the conversation.

D. Benefits and challenges of finished conversations

1) Benefits: The benefits of having access to finished conversations we identified in [1] are the following:

- Having access to knowledge you might otherwise forget
- Access to technical knowledge of colleagues
- Acquiring involvement with your colleagues
- Enjoying your work
- Acquiring insight in the communication structure

Having access to your own knowledge was rated as exploited best (see table IV). This viewpoint was shared...
Table IV: Comparative Analysis - How well Communico exploits the benefits of having access to finished conversations by the participants of the focus group and interviewees. However, like for the benefits of overhearing active conversations, the (dislocated) interviewees voiced the opinion that *Involvement* is also exploited particularly well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson Learned 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Having access to finished conversations results in a stronger increase of involvement with colleagues for people that work more dislocated from their colleagues than for those that work more co-located</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The improvements of Communico identified with respect to these benefits were mostly similar to those identified for the benefits of overhearing active conversations. However, because the list of finished conversations is considerably longer than the list of active conversations the focus group suggested the addition of a date range filter to make this list more manageable. In [1] we also suggested it is particularly important to find ways to extract data from the set of finished conversations because having access to your *Own Knowledge* and to *Technical Knowledge* were the two benefits of having access to finished conversations that were found to be most important.

2) Challenges: The challenges of having access to the finished conversations we identified in [1] are the following:

- It can be distracting from the current work activities *Distracting*
- The context of the conversation can be unclear *Context*
- A lack of control for the people whose conversations are overheard *Lack Of Control*

In the focus group and interviews the same limitations and possible improvements of Communico were discussed as for the challenges of overhearing active conversations with the addition that participants suggested alleviating *Lack Of Control* by making it possible to make conversations private after they finish because people often forgot to do this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lesson Learned 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Only enabling making conversations private before they finish provides insufficient control for the participants of the conversation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

E. Behavior analysis

To be able to analyze how the users of Communico interacted with the system we used automatically generated transaction logs. From these logs we derived that in the total four months of usage 53 unique users used Communico for 4185 hours in total. The average length of a user session was about 4.4 hours. The users had 1921 conversations in total. The average number of participants of a conversation was 2.2 and the highest number of participants in a conversation was 9. During this period 605 view actions took place at 493 different conversations, the average number of viewers of a conversation was 0.31 and the highest number of viewers was 5.

We divided the total period of four months of usage of Communico in two parts of two months. In the first two months we deployed Communico to a select number of people to test the usage of Communico in the specific setting of Exact, resolve problems and adapt Communico to best fit the needs of this specific setting. In the subsequent two month period we made Communico available to the entire department on a voluntary basis. In the period Communico was available to the entire department we identified a trend in the use of the tool. After we made the tool available, the usage increased, peaked and subsequently decreased when we stopped actively promoting its use. This can be seen in figure 2 where we show the increase and subsequent decrease in total number of participants and total number of view actions per day for all users of Communico. Especially

![Figure 2: Behavior analysis](image-url)
in the second graph we see a strong decrease in the number of view actions while in the other graph we also see a decrease of use near the end following a peak.

**Lesson Learned 11**

| In settings where part of the team works co-located the use of technology, supporting the overhearing of conversations without offering specific advantages over the co-located setting, will strongly decrease over time. |

It is also interesting to see the relatively large reduction in number of view actions relative to the reduction in participants.

**Lesson Learned 12**

| A decrease in the number of participants of a tool supporting the overhearing of conversations will result in a stronger decrease in the number of overhear actions. |

V. DISCUSSION

In this section we will reflect on the findings and discuss the most important results. Before this discussion it is important to re-emphasize the context in which this discussion takes place: a practical case setting in which we supported the overhearing of conversations. Outside of this scope several of the lessons learned we have introduced in the previous section and discuss in this section, have already been published. For example in relation to Lesson Learned 2, Sarma et al. [35] report on their tool Tesseract which shows the social network of developers as determined by their communication records, which in their case concerned email communication, comments about a bug and work performed and submitted in the bug tracker. In the rest of the discussion we focus on the value of overhearing conversations in Global Software Engineering.

To start, we found that, when deploying awareness sharing technology into settings where part of the team works co-located, the use of this technology should offer specific advantages over the co-located setting to stimulate the use by people that work mostly co-located. This stimulation is required because of a combination of three factors. Firstly, we found in the use of Communico that on the one hand, the people working mostly distributed value the overhearing of conversations with Communico most since it gives them access to awareness information they did not have access to before. On the other hand however, the people working mostly co-located value the overhearing of conversations less because these people already overhear a significant portion of the conversations outside of Communico because they can communicate face-to-face (Lesson Learned 1). Therefore the mostly co-located people have less incentive to use the tool. Secondly however, it is necessary the mostly co-located people also use Communico to actually make the technological support for overhearing conversations work. Since without their cooperation, their conversations are still inaccessible to and cannot be overheard by, the distributed people. Finally, we also identified a strong decrease in the use of Communico at the end of the study, when we were no longer present daily, indicating that our presence artificially stimulated the use.

Related to the previous finding we also found that to stimulate acceptance, and therefore use, of awareness sharing technology, it is important to provide the users with more control over the information about them which is being shared (this includes their actions). This can also be seen in some of the lessons learned discussed in the previous section. Firstly, people propose to enable making conversations private before a conversation starts (Lesson learned 5) and after it finishes (Lesson Learned 10). Next to this, people also propose to not show private conversations in the active conversations list to non-participants (Lessons Learned 6).

Another important result we identified is that being able to properly detect interesting conversations is essential. In a traditional office setting this happens unobtrusively and it is important to approach this standard when constructing technological support to enable the overhearing of conversations. This can also be seen in the ideas for future improvements identified is this paper. Examples of this are being able to automatically identify the subject of and relations between conversations (Lessons Learned 7 and 4). Related to this, also the prevention of information overload is important. When we are better capable of detecting when a conversation is interesting, we will also be better at preventing people from getting too much information (Lesson Learned 3). An additional factor in determining how much information and what granularity of information is needed has to do with the current activity of the user. An example mentioned in the focus group is to put on ‘virtual head phones’ to withdraw yourself from the open conversation space and avoid disruption when performing a task that requires significant attention.

A. Threats to Validity

A threat to external validity is that we only studied one department in a single company. To be able to generalize the findings the study should be repeated in more settings. Next to this, also the size of the sample is a threat to external validity. For practical reasons, we performed one focus group and sent the questionnaire to 47 people of which 25 reported having used Communico actively. Also the sample we selected for the focus group may not be representative as well since we selected all participants from the Delft location for practical reasons. To mitigate this risk we performed semi-structured interviews with the dislocated people.

There are also threats to internal validity. Firstly, most people worked from the Delft office on a daily basis. However, most participants were used to working in a distributed setting, often worked from home and there were
three participants from Belgium and two from the USA as well. It is possible that the limited exposure of a portion of the participants to working distributed from their colleagues caused items to be misrated in the questionnaire. Next to this, the people that participated in the focus group and semi-structured interviews also participated in the subsequent questionnaire. This could have biased the results due to a learning effect caused by repeated testing.

We attempted to mitigate threats to reliability by rigorously describing our research site and methods and making all of our quantitative data available online. We do this in an attempt to make, both our data gathering methods and the analysis of our data, repeatable. Subsequently, a threat to construct validity is mono-operation bias. Because we only researched supporting the overhearing of conversations with technology with one specific tool one could argue the results only apply to the use of that tool. We mitigated this threat by defining an explicit set of requirements of open conversations spaces and discussing how Communico fulfills these.

Finally, there is also a threat to statistical conclusion validity. In our analysis of the survey data we used Fishers’ Least Significant Difference method to help reduce the number of false positives caused by the pair-wise comparison of all items. In comparison with other methods which aim to accomplish this, Fishers’ LSD is fairly liberal. We chose to use a fairly liberal method because of the exploratory character of this research.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have reported on an empirical study about the evaluation of supporting overhearing conversations in a distributed setting with technology. The goal of the study is: To measure the value of overhearing conversations in Global Software Engineering from actual industrial experience. The most important results of this paper are:

- The value of awareness sharing technology is higher for people that work more distributed from their colleagues
- The value of awareness sharing technology is higher when a larger portion of a team uses them
- In settings where part of the team works co-located the use of awareness sharing technology should offer specific advantages over the co-located setting to stimulate the use by people that work co-located
- The acceptance, and therefore the value, of awareness sharing technology can be increased by providing the users with more control over the information about them which is being shared
- The value of technological support for overhearing conversations in distributed settings is higher when such support can more accurately detect interesting conversations while preventing an overload of information

Future work will concern the investigation of how to deal with settings in which a portion of the team is distributed while another portion mainly works co-located. We feel this is not only essential to the success of a tool supporting the overhearing of conversations but for awareness sharing technology in general.
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